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Take Charge of Your Workers' Compensation Claim: An A to Z Guide for Injured Employees in CaliforniaNolo, 2003
           Orange County Register
   A great hands-on guide for dealing with workers’ compensation cases.     

       From industrial injuries to Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, more than a million Californians a year suffer job-related injuries or illness. For many, receiving compensation can be...
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Enterprise Systems Backup and Recovery: A Corporate Insurance PolicyAuerbach Publications, 2008
This volume provides organizations with a comprehensive understanding of the principles and features involved in effective enterprise backups. Rather than focusing on any individual backup product, this book recommends corporate procedures and policies that need to be established for comprehensive data protection. It provides relevant information...
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Chronic Pain Management: Guidelines for Multidisciplinary Program DevelopmentCRC Press, 2007

	Chronic Pain Management: Guidelines for Multidisciplinary Program Development is the most comprehensive textbook to date on the multidisciplinary approach to chronic pain management. Written by an illustrious group of contributors, this volume serves as a must-have armamentarium of guidelines for the development of a...
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Advanced Techniques in Knowledge Discovery and Data MiningSpringer, 2005
Data mining and knowledge discovery (DMKD) is a rapidly expanding field in computer science. It has become very important because of an increased demand for methodologies and tools that can help the analysis and understanding of huge amounts of data generated on a daily basis by institutions like hospitals, research laboratories, banks, insurance...
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Managing Your Money All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Want to take control of your finances once and for all? Managing Your Money All-in-One For Dummies combines expert money management with personal finance tips. From credit cards and insurance to taxes, investing, retirement, and more, seven mini-books show you how to improve your relationship with money — no matter your age or stage...
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Creating Innovative Products and ServicesGower, 2011

	Really new products and services are scarce, yet the need for them is huge. That's why Innovation is an important managerial instrument - but many of us struggle with how to approach it. Gijs van Wulfen's "Creating Innovative Products and Services" is an essential read for anyone involved in new product or service design,...
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Data Mining Cookbook: Modeling Data for Marketing, Risk and Customer Relationship ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Get a data mining recipe for success to increase profits and reduce costs in today’s business world with–This book shows you how to create and implement models of the most commonly asked data mining questions for marketing, sales, risk analysis, and customer relationship management and support. You’ll get proven modeling...
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How to Create and Manage a Hedge Fund: A Professional's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This book is intended for anyone interested in creating and managing

	a hedge fund. Individuals trading on exchange floors,

	within broker-dealers, on bank currency desks, or in mutual funds,

	commodity pools, and other hedge funds may have a track record as

	a basis for a hedge fund start-up. Organizations such as mutual

	funds,...
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Operational Risk : Modeling AnalyticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Discover how to optimize business strategies from both qualitative and quantitative points of view

	

	Operational Risk: Modeling Analytics is organized around the principle that the analysis of operational risk consists, in part, of the collection of data and the building of mathematical models to describe risk. This book is...
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The American Monetary System: An Insider's View of Financial Institutions, Markets and Monetary PolicySpringer, 2014

	Today’s financial system is considerably more complex than in years past, as new financial instruments have been introduced that are not well understood even by the people and institutions that invest in them. Numerous high-risk opportunities are available, and the number of people who unwittingly wander into such ventures seems to grow...
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Modeling for Insight: A Master Class for Business AnalystsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Praise for Modeling for Insight
    "Most books on modeling are either too theoretical or too focused on the mechanics of programming. Powell and Batt's emphasis on using simple spreadsheet models to gain business insight (which is, after all, the name of the game) is what makes this book stand head and shoulders...
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Make Yourself a Millionaire : How to Sleep Well and Stay Sane on the Road to WealthMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Praise for Make Yourself a Millionaire:
"Charles Zhang is a true American success story. His hard work and dedication to providing highquality financial advice is legendary within American Express. This book is a great roadmap for those who want to reach their dreams. It is a must read."--Ken Chenault,...
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